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Background

In Ne}t'f6td17&ArTC7. Sci2nce! Br;InCl7 Of 114t' De17arilTlell( of
Fishcri &s and C)t eaTfs is responsible . either ciirectlv or
ilTCÎJ'rPctlv, .for L rü'b'dsing on the ±t[rfus of i'c]ria[rs
,;>rurrncifislr .srock.3' e.rrelydirrg from Davis Strait bet+r'+ crr
f3atf'lT lsiCf11dAl1[f GrC'2n1CNiCl in the north to ~ff the soTrtll
ï c ;• :151 r f :~'~1,'/n[lr7~l,sndf in the sCrlifl7 .

In t. .is urtru. ü,ere are a total o,f ?cot: stocks 'CiH.
_'.13drï:L, 3,11. 3NO and 3Ps), j rectfjsh stocks ( :S:i? , 3K .
3L,ti', 3H, 30 and Lrrjit -'), 4 Arnericclrr plaice stqcks
,SA ` +31+, 31. V0 : 3 .11 and 3!'s), 3 w ite![ J3o11na'er stocks
i'.1aKL, 3Nf.t and 3P.s1, 2 Gre4rrlund halr"hrr!
rr[ur7ntïrrrerTt c.rec7<c IS•tt1- i and S.-t'+31ï-L ..til'1',r, 2
haddock stocks +3Lti'O and 3Psl, I 4'ed`!c~ ►t'ta7i1 flotrncLr
stock (3d,,,VU1 . and I polloc•k stock r3f's1 as well as a
portion Of the 3A`0Ps4f'IVX :~ltiur2l,C hulib u t stock !n

~
ada[tiort . lhtre is a Ji4rrc•r,,for 1rurTPifsh . as )9c,r1 as
r,~i,ftlL°e11 new fisheries for monk/ish and skates .
latter f•vo came ;rrtder quota for Me firw
ihile in 1995 .

Seientiprc idfar•drlcltiolt on the u6ove stocks is Proti'k .led
either tlrro[rs;h the DFO Science I3ruttch r•egrorrvl rc.'ti•lcr~ti
prcrcess and the F,rZC'C', or the Se•ientifr`c Council of
NA FO. Q[lolcrs are set t1f the A ',4f''O Fisheries
Commission for 3A10 and 3,49 cn .d, 3LrY' and 3itl reclfis7a.
3LV0 and 3A1 American J1aice . 3L!1 'C} ~ellllti~'tc7il
flounct'cr, 3N(? 'w ;tcij ftorrntti:r and S92+ 3KLt.1'.1'
Greenland Î7[iiJf7Tl1- The A- .^il'() S4iï!1Ttll lc C {:Il 17 ;:i7 tdi.lt)
rei^ie+rs the Canadian zr.v.ccssrrr ent if ?,13ttiL ccct un an
unnrra] bc4~ is• . f;rc-ePrt,-rrpEl ITZflih. [rt in StlfJ+l is mUrauged
Nlur e ru l,'v h1• Dc>nnrcrk, on 6ehalf of Ci+-eenlund and
Ç C11ta[jli . 010 Fltdls for the (i[lTter stocks are se t h l' the
Afdrrlster of Me D!wn'rrrrtirTt ui' Fisheries and C)c'euns
busect` orT ri;conurrend!rfiorTs of the FRCC .

The FRCC +rdukes rec•rrTr?rTenclcrt ;orls to the Nlinrste.'r 6ra all
grndrrr,tifsl, .tiv u .lis-. advising either on catch leveis, ,jr
recc :rrrrrraerulirr ;; a Cunac!► urT position to he t€alïerr cëtlrirr;
, V.lFÛ FislTC~ries C'crrtndi>sion rueetrn4s .

The V'ei 1fi011 ndlf!l7d Rt'g [ ,') n .Stock Statr[s Report ccuricli[rs
J17ffTr1r7G'ti{7!7 Gnll' for tiT o.1' c

su,.-
k 5 _for winch the FltCC

provides direct cal--1'7 rt'~'11it?ItrtnClCîf1U"7.y hJ the Vir9lsttlr,

information on 1 17e stocks i'l'Gi'1EGtï? d ErlT d managed
N.-1F0 is cor7tcrintd in separate r.locttrnetltation ; the
reports of the AAFrl .Scic>r,riflr CcTrrrtcif.

Detailed tecJTnir^ci irrh.rnrati :'rt on cadi of the .4tc .>k•~:
ussessn[ents can he frrteiad in the r~ .~secxrch documents
fisteci with each stock report . Technical information for
the VAFCJ stocks is ervcdrl,:rble thro[rglt the N_-tFO .SC't2

Document sï'rYi's.

Overview

Y.

The Groundfish Fisheries

e s

Cod traditionally dominated catches III
Newfoundlaatd waters ( I catches from Fl emish
Cap (3M) are not included in the figure Mhïch
show s Canadian and non-Canadian catches from
divisions 2GI-IJ3KLN0Ps) . but in reeent years
catches of other species exceeded those of cod .
In I 994 - the highest catches, were of Greenland
halibttt. taken primarily in the no n-Canadian
fishery ou tsicle 20 0 rn i1e5 . Irtsitie 20 0 miles . the
catches «°ere dominated by Unit 2 redfïsh .

7GÛ,O .'. ~"
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*Gadolds Redfish m Flatfis h

For the Vev~•foundland area- consisten t
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NetiNtoundland Regio n

inforrnation on fishing effort . covering all ~~ears

and most of Ili ;: catcht~;, is only available tronj

the offshore sector . -Most of the reported

direeted e1-t'ort by all countries combined was

toward cod with flatfish ran]:zd second, and

redfish third. In rec,~m years however. most of

the reported effort was for flatfish, speciftcaEl}

non-Canadian cffort for Greenland halibut . Sornc

of the non-Canadian et-fort is also reported as

l&,ML, fioni 'mixed' fisheries for all thr4e species

~t-(7uPs .

400 _'J 0

350-C :10

300 .0 0 0
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, .. 8' 83 ? 5 37 89 91 93

Yea r

®Gadoids ❑ Redfish aFlatfish ®Mixe d

Breaking- do4mz the effort by area, and bztN~e`n

Canadian and non-C<inadian tleets, reveals that

during most of the period since extension of

jurisdiction- the most offshore Canadian effort

took place in Division iL . v.-hile the lzsst was in

Division ?J . AlthouOl7 it Iluctuatc.d among, years,

total Canadian reported effort offshore did not

change much through the 1980ÿ . Overall,

rcported effort declined in the early 1990s .as a

consequence of reduced quotas- During the sanie

peri .od . relative effort increased in Division -,O

and Subdivision 33Ps . There was a dramatic

decline in Canadian e1'iàrt in 1994 as a result Of

the rnany closures imposed for the first time

that year .

Non-Canadian effort declined alter extension
of jurisdiction in 197?, but incrcasid

sigalittçantlv a~aira . cspeciallv in divisions AN
around 19$5 . During the second half of the
1980s . reported non-Canadian offshore eft'ort

1 .)vem c:S,~

exerted only in the `nose:" and 'tail' at-eas of the

Grand Banks was about the same as . or even

~~reater than that of the Canadian t7eet fishin o in

the Canadian portion of the Grand Banks in

spite of the very great differences in the

respective ecouraphic areas .

25CI .400

Ca-adia-

95 87 89 91 9 '_

'dee r

s3Ps 30a 3N -. 3L n 31C ■ 2J

Although reduw.tions Of cod. Amierican plaice .
yello%`rtail flcrunder. witch flounder and redfislY
quotas in the Grand Banks area in the 19(40s

resulted in sonic reduc tion of non-Canadian
effort in tlt .is area_ duiin- the sanie period . the
effort directed tow:u•d Greenland halibut

increased suhstantiallyi .

250 . -~ E :

nor-tia-iadiü-

-
,' ~9 3' ~~3 3â FS7 $s

Year

91 93

a 3Ps 30a3No-3L~31<i2J

In 1995, for the 'traditional' resourccs, onl y

directed fisheries for Greenland halibut in

SAO+i and 3A2-i3)KLMN : cod in Al. redfish

in ~Liv . 33 0 and Unit 2 : AmericMl p laice in
iiL, l : and ~t ittih flounder in ÿPs are Pernaitted,

Lisheries for luznpt~sh . n~onkfïsh and skates are

Pa (.ye ? `~3R 95.4 E. June . 199 5
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NetiN-foundlartd ReLio n

also taking place . The remainder of the stocks
are under moratoria, restricted to by-catch, or
`test' fisheries onlt due to low stock sizes .

Groundfish Resource Status

Almost without exception, the 'traditional'
groundfsh resources in the waters around
Newfoundland continue to be at or verv near
historical lo%tir levels . For Canadian manaaed
stocks with `I'AC.s still in place. information
suggest5 that they ma) be in decline, and
reduced TAC'-~ were imposed for 199S as a
result .

The amount of scientific information available

for monkfish at this point in time is too limited

to assess stock status . Some data for skate have

been analvzed, and there are indications that the

hi ~,, h unrestricted catches from outside 2 00 miles

have had a negative impact on the resource in

divisions 3L1v: . In Division 30 and Subdivision

,Ps, the resource appears to have remained

relativelv stable thrOugh the 1980s and into the

early 1990s althou`li there have been some

declines in these areas in the most recent years .

Similarlv . limited information is available for

lumpfish and %\ -as revieved for the first time this

yeat-.

For the NAFO mana-ed resources e;xcludin4T

those of Flemish Cap, directed fisheries rennain

open only for Greenland halibut and 3LN
redfish . The NA1;' 0 S€ ientific Council has

expressed concern that overfishing on these is

craduallv rzducl-7- stock sizes . Updated

information on the status of these resources will

be available in June. 199 5 after the ttilnutrl

meetin{a, of the Scientific Council .

Because of the many clo5ures now in place, data

from fisheries-related activities ~vhich

previously made up an important part of the

assessment database, are no longer aNailable .

Ongoing assessrnents of these resources A,-ill

therefore be more critically dependent on

research activities such as research surveys

Oven-ie-vv

includin g those directed toward juveniles . as well
as sentine§ lisheries .

Other Species Group s

Pelca~ie Fish Specie s

Wllzreas the otfshore acoustit estiinates Of the
capelin stock in Subarea ?- division 3KL have
been very low since about 1990 . Other indices,
including inshore data, have sug~~ested higher
abundance during the same period . The reasons
for the divergent results remain unclear, and
therefore the status has been difficult to

detetininc: in recent vears, Further work is
required to understand these ditferenceÿ as well

as the caus,~s for thenn .

It is also well known that the captlin in this area
are stnaller at at?e than in the 1980s . It has been
speculated that this may be due to generally
colder rvater temperatures, but the actual
cause(s) has not been determined. It is expected
that (his reduced size «-iIl persist for 1095 .

The capelin stock in divisions 3NO appears to
be at a relatively° low level, and the fishery is
closed for 199 5 ,

1-lerrin~~ stocks of'f' the east coast of'
Ne,~vfoundland are estimated to be loti~, ; with
biomasses of only about 10% of the observed

maximums. The low stock size is the result of

recent year-classes be.ïn_ small in relation to the
verti. stronz 19 68 vear-class . The size of recent
vear-classes . as Well as delays in the timing of
spring spawning, have been related to the cold
environrnental conditions, The colder conditions
have also resulted in lower urowth rates throu`~h
the 1990s. .

Stocks of herring off the southeast coast, while
considered to be at low levels, are less depressed
than those off the east coast .

In v ertebrate S pecies

The shrimp stocks off the east coast of

\ewfoundland appear to remain -,ery health)-

SSR 954E, June,. 1995 Page â
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Newfoundland Re~ion

based on high commercial catch rates, and the
continuing high proportion of large females in
the catches (reflecting a high spa,,vning biomass ) .
Changes in the distribution of tishing effort
durinR the 1990s indicate that the distribution of
shrimp is currently «idespread and has possibly
been expanding .

Crab landings have been increasinL, since about
1989. reachine an all time hiRh in 1994 . Durine
this period, the distribution of effort has also
been expanding and, based on 1994 data .
suggests a curent -~vide distribution of crabs

throughout the area . Nonethelzss . there are some
signs of possible future declines . Sun,e~- data
covering a portion of the total area indicate a
declining trend in the catches of pre-recruits . If
these declines in the surveved areas are
indicative of a widespread trend. then the
biomass will decline as the large stock of
commercial sized crab is depleted .

On the Grand Banks . there are only a tew•
locations where Iceland scallops are found in
commercial quantities . Research data indicate
that the beds of scallops in Division 3 N are
possibly being depleted .

Marine Mammals

The current estimate ofharp seal abundance off

eastern Canada (including the Gulf of St .

La,,tirence) is about 4 .8 million animals (95%
confidence limits of 4 .1 to 5 .0 million animals) .

Preliminary estimates of harp seal feeding are

now available . For the 2J3KL area. estimates

suggest that consumption of all prey combined

has increased from about 1 .45 million metric

tons in 1981 to about 2 .79 million metric tons in

1994. In 1994. about 68% of this food consisted

of Arctic cod (1 .2 million metric tons ; 95°-0

confidence inten•al of 73 5 ,000 to 1 .7 million

metric tons), capelin (620.000 metric tons ; 951/,ô

confidence interval of 288,000 to 1 .0 million

metric tons) and cod (88.000 metric tons; 95%

confidence interval of 46,000 to 1 5 3,000 metric

Overview •

tons) . Cod was estimated to make up only about
3% of the total diet in this area .

Caution must be exercised in interpreting these
results. Relatively small changes in some of the
assumptions used in the model can have
significant etTects on the estimates In addition,
the seasonal and geographical pattern of
sampling may bias the results . While it is
believed that the estimates generallv reflect the
overall amounts eaten, it is premature to
speculate on the impacts of harp seals on the
population dynamics of the different prey
species .

The Environmen t

The low air temperatures experienced in Atlantic
Canada during the winter of 1994 had moderate d
to near normal by the spring of 1994 . and to
above normal b y summer .
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Ne-~Nfour1(]la!]d Ret'lo n

As a result of this warming, surface waters off
the wast coast of Itewf'oundland also 4varnied to
above normal during this period . The deeper
W~iters however, remained below normal throuoh
the 1=till _

Although the volume of the cold intermediate
layer (CIL) remained so mewhat abo ve the longer
term averal'e., it was much less than that of the
pre v ious 4 years .

Off the south coast, the relativel y cold

conditions which beuan around the rnid-1980s

have moderated sonte« .hat, but l e lovk normal

ternperatures continue . particularl y on the

eastern portion of St . Picrrc: Bank, Placentia Ba~

and in the area of the continental slope .

Ecological Persp ective s

An important research aetiv ity is that of trv ing

to relate all of the different o bsenrations

described abo v e ;. in other words, to look at, and

trti~ to bett e r understand the ecosy stem . This is a

difficult task, and we ha ve a lo ng way to _o .

Ho wever, based on o ur current in formation we

can be L, in to seZ some similarities s3I] d
dit fèrences, and be~in to ask questions .

For example . we ma ti : ask why so many of the

'traditional' ~roundtish resources around

N e -,v f'o undland declined at about the sanie tinte .

For some of these such as the tr ansboundarv

Grand Banks stocks of redfish (3LN), cod

( ;VC)). ti. ello«-tail tlounder ( 3I. .N Q), av itch
tlounder (3NO) and the southern component of
~ LNO American plaice, the cause appears to be3

more related to overfishhin g. particularly on the

vounQx . immature size.s. The picture does not

appear to be as clear t o r the other stocks . B o th

fisherv and non-fishery causes have been put

fo rward. and the relative i mpo rtance of each

may vary benv eeti stocks .

For northern cod, there are ditlèrenccs of

opllllon, ~k`h ► le some strongly ad vocate that the

dccline can be fully ekplained by ti>hin g, others

Eletiti

believe there was an important environmental
component that must not be ignored .

It is interesting to note that during the early and

mid 1980s, research surtiiey data indicated that

about of the northern cod bioniass could be

found in each of divisions 2J . 3K and 3 L . The

declines began earliest, and for anuniber of years

were most severe in the northern area (23) . The

cod resource persisted the longest in Division

3L, the most southerlv area . In contrast . as has

been descxibtd above, offshore fishin- effort was

greatest in Division K. and least in Division ?J .

It is well documenttd that mam other

commercial and non-commercial uroundtish

species declined in the 2J ~I~L area~fronl the

early 1980s to the present . For most of these .

the declines were ureatest in Division 'J . Fo :.-

commercial species other than cod, it is difficult

to attribute the declines to commercial fishin,

because of the re.lative1v low effort, and the

magnitude of the declines compared to the

reported catches . For example, for -Anierïcan

plaice in Subarea ? - Division 33K, the overall

decline in the `un•ev biomass index from 1 .954

to the present has been about 1 0 tirnes -re.ater

than the total reported catches for the same

period . It is difficult to contemplate that

discardino for a species more valuable than cod

wouid have been sufficiently hi~h so as to

account for these declines . ~

for redfish, the observed declines are related to

continued low recruitinent for over 2 0 years

now . In most areas of the northwest Atlantic,

L,ood recruitment for redfish is srrnclironous :

that is when ,ood vear-classes are born . it

gcnerally occurs ovc ia large area . The 197 I

year-class ~vas very large in all of the different

stock areas . Although _ood ye'ar-classes, also

occurred in most areas in 1978 . 1984 and 1958,

this was not the case in Subarea 2 and Division

tiK . Information from observers on by-catches

of small redtish in the shrimp fishery in the

sanie area do not support the argument that th e

SSR 9 _`~,'4E, .lune , 199 5 Page 5
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N4w-fourtdland Re .- A l

shrimp tishery caught stronyer year-classes

before they had a chance to recruit to the
fishery . ~'ery high by-catches of s:t7all redfish do
occur in the Davis Strait . area, but a possible
connection between redfish in this area and
those further south is not clear .

Observer data from the shrimp fishery for a
number of other groundiish species also do not
su--est sutfïcientlv hi-h discardin~= to account
for the observed declines .

Some have argued that the declines in non-

commercial species are due to by-catches in the

directed fisheries, but for that argument to have

merit there must be good overlap between areas

of directed effort and distribution of the

declining species . This does not generally appear

to be the case . but more work is required to fully

clariA, this .

Based on research survey data, the proportion

of cod to other uroundfish combined aetuall-,•
increased through the 1980s in the divisions
2 .13K .

Although there were para]lel declines with man),

`arolll'ldilsh species in the north, in the more

southerly areas { 3NQPs) preliminary

examination of research survey data suc_,i,:ests

that changes in the si7e of different stocks and

species did not occur in parallel . Some species

dec.lined while others increased . Also, sonie

SpC:c'leS such as skate sho -wed different trends in
different areas, declinin g in divisions 3LN but

not to the saine extent in .i©Ps ,

Other chanues have taken place off the northeast
coast. During the 1980s. capelin were found in
Division 2J in the early fall, and they slotwly
mi-gated sout.h . In recent vears. almost no
capelin have been found in Division 2J . Also
durin- the 1980s, the offshore acoustic survevs
located plenty of capelin and there were
reasonable similarities in stock trends suggested

by this and other indicators . During the 1990s
there has been a yet unexplained diver~genve

between thesè . Could the environmwnt b e

affectiniz capelin distribution and behaviour

offshore" As noted above, the grov~.lh rates of

both capelin and herring have declined, probably

duc to the colder conditians _

Arctic cod, a cold ~vater species . appears to be

increasing in abundance, and its distribution has

gradually expanded south~ti•ard and easterly . It is

believed that these movements are also related to

colder conditions throughout the area_ Arctic cod

has become a major component of the biological

environment off northeast Neti~,rfoundland . It is a

major prey of seals, a potential competitor of

juvenile cod and capelin, a predator on capelin,

and possibly a predator on juvenile cod . Yet its

overall role in the ecosystem has been poor]

}studied,

Unlike aroundfish, the fishable stocks of shrimp

and crab off' the northeast coast appear to be in

good shape . It has been speculated that they are

doing well because of reduced predation by

ground[ish, and this may indeed be a siganifcant

factor. However, it is interesting to note that the

current crab fishery is largely supported by

individuals born before observed declines in the

major --roundfish resources, and even in the

absence ofhigh abundance of groundfish . it

appears that crab recruitInent may be declining .

Possible rcav~ons for this are unknown .

The population of' harp seals around
Newfoundland is increasing. Estimates of the

I"consumption indicate that Arctic cod, capelin,
herrinu and cod make up about 7 5% of their diet .
01' this, cod accounts for about and cod
aged I and ? make up the majority of this .

Outloo k

Taken to L~ethtr . all of the above su ggest that in

addition to man's influence, there may well have
been a strong environniental component
in. olved in creating the situation we are l~zced

Sti ith today off the northeast coast. Furthe r

Paue 6 SSR 95,4E . June. 1995
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Newtoundland Regio n

south. rnan's influence has probabl,- had the
createst overall impact .

These apparent differences between areas will
influence how the future ni-ht un fold. In the
s ou thern Grand Banks areas, tivhere fishing
appears to have been a significant cause ol ' the
dec.lines , closure of t he fisheries should result in
gradually improving resources . Further north,
the closures should also help, but we must also
aNv ait env ironn iental chances to occur %N,rhich will
result in conditions suitable for a com b ination of
improv ed recruitment coupled ~.ti-ith sun, ival of
the fish to maturity .

Recovery tnay also be influenced by predators
such as Arctic cod and seals because of the
current low stock sizA:s .

For More Informatio n

Research Document : Anon . 1995 . Report of
the Joint ICESlNAFO Working Grt3up on
Harp and Hooded Seals . NAFO SCS Doc .
95l16 . Ser . N o . N2569. 4 0 p .

Carscadden, J .E . (ed.) 1995 . Capelin in SA 2 -
Div, -',Kt . DFO Atl, Res . Doc . 95/70 .

Colbourne . E . 1995 . Oceanographic conditions

and climate change in the Vewfouz7dland

re,ion durin~ 1994. DFO Ail . Res . Doc,

9513 . ~

Stenson, G.B., M. Hammill, and M . Lawson
1995. Predation of Atlantic cod, capelin
and Arctic cod by harp seals in Atlantic
Canada. DFO All . Res. Doc. 95 172 .

Contact : Bruce Atkinson
Tel . (709) 772-20 52
Fax_ (709) 772 -41$ $

e-mail : AtlCinson i~nflorc .nwafc .nt.ca

Overvie .w
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Newfoundland Region

DIVISIONS 2GH
COD

Background

Cod are found on both sides of the Atlantic . In the
Northwest Atlantic, cod are distributed from Greenland
to Cape Hatteras . It was so important to the New
England economy that a carved wooden cod hung in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives in Boston. Cod
has traditionally been called the "Newfoundland
currency, " and played a significant role in the settlement
of the island.

Cod in the Northwest Atlantic are managed as twelve
stocks. Cod along the northern Labrador coast are
managed as a stock delimited by NAFO divisions 2G and
2H. These cod overwinter along the continental slopes
off Labrador from Saglek Bank to Hamilton Bank and
migrate during the summer to coastal area of northern
and southern Labrador and northern Newfoundland .
This distribution overlaps that of the 2J3KL cod stock
complex to a large degree. The 2GH cod are managed
separately from the 2J3KL stock complex because the
effect of past fisheries in this region was more severe
than firther south.

The average catch from this stock from 1958 to 1964 was
5,000 metric tons of which Canada took 1,100 metric
tons, all with inshore gears . From 1965 to 1969 average
annual catches were 68,000 metric tons, but with
Canada averaging only 675 t. In 1970, the total catch
had declined to only 18,000 metric tons, and catches
continued to decline through the 1970s and 1980s,
averaging 7,000 metric tons and 2,500 metric tons
respectively in each decade. There has been no reported
catch in recentyears The first quota was put in place in
1974 at 20,000 metric tons .

There is no time series of annual research surveys for
this stock Canada has conducted seven surveys with
varying coverage since 1978 and all have indicated
abundance and biomass to be very low.

2GH Cod
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The Fishery

Since 1985, catches have been less than 500
metric tons and there has been no reported catch
since 1990. The current TAC of only 1,000
metric tons is not based on any resource
assessment. The shrimp and turbot fisheries in
this area have reported no significant cod by-
catch in recent years .

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC N/A N/A 20 20 20 I .2

Can . .5 .5 0 0 0 0

Others 26 2 0 0 0 0

Totals 27 3 0 0 0 0

' Provisiona l

, O nLnunn
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Resource Status

Assessments of this stock have not been
possible in recent years because of the lack of
information about the abundance and biomass in
the area. Catches have been low or non-existent
since 1990, and as a result there is no

commercial information available either .
Research vessel surveys were conducted
intermittently from 1978 to 1988 but the results
could not be used as indicators of stock
abundance because of limited coverage in the
different years, and problems with the timing of
the surveys in that they were conducted during
the summer when the cod were inshore . A
survey conducted in 1991 attempted to address
these problems but this survey detected very
few fish.

The shrimp fishery in 2GH discards very few
cod. In 1994, bycatch management areas were
put in place for the shrimp fishery . The current
protocol requires mandatory use of the
Nordmore grate in some bycatch areas, and its
use in other areas when total groundfish bycatch
exceeds 300 kg per day. These measures seem to
be quite effective in reducing the bycatch of cod.
Estimates from observer data show it has
declined from 34 metric tons in 1992 to 1 .1
metric tons in 1994 .

Outloo k

Any rebuilding is dependent on appearance and
survival of relatively strong year-cl asses. The
recovery of this stock may also be related to,
and dependent upon, events that take place with
neighbouring cod stocks . There are possible
links with cod in divisions 2J3KL, and recent
studies suggest possible past exch ange of larval
and adult cod between West Greenland and the
north Labrador coast. Both of these
neighbouring stocks are at low levels at present .

For More Information

2GH Cod

Research Document : Murphy, E. 1995. The
status of 2GH cod, 3LNO haddock, 3Ps
haddock and 3Ps pollock . DFO Atl. Res. Doc .
95/33 .

Contact : Eugene Murphy
Tel. (709) 772-5479
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Murphye@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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NORTHERN (2J3KL)
COD

Background

Cod are found on both sides of the Atlantic . In the
Northwest Atlantic, cod are distributed from Greenland
to Cape Hatteras. It was so important to the New
England economy that a carved wooden cod hung in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives in Boston . Cod
has traditionally been called the "Newfoundland
currency, " and played a significant role in the settlement
of the island. Cod in the Northwest Atlantic are
managed as twelve stocks

Until recent years the northern (NAFO divisions 2J3KL)
cod stock was one of the largest in the world and of vital
importance to the economics and social structure oy
eastern Newfoundland and Labrador.

The stock covers about 117, 000 square miles, and within
this area considerable migrations occur, particularly
between the inshore and offshore areas. Cod from this
stock are slow growing relative to more southern areas .
An age 5 cod would be about 50 cm. (about 20 inches)
long. Throughout the area female cod begin to mature at
about 4 years of age with males maturing at age 3 . Cod
are very prolific . A female cod aged six years could
produce about one million eggs per spawning . However,
veryfew of these would survive to complete the life cycle
to maturity because of a tremendously high mortality
rate. Cod feed on a wide variety of items but as adults
take mainly capelin.

This stock has supported a commercial fishery since the
16th century. Prior to the 1960s the catches were
between 200, 000 and 300, 000 metric tons annually. With
high catches in the late 1960s, mainly by foreign fleets,
the stock declined until the mid 1970s. Quotas were first
put in place in 1973, but during the early years they were
not restrictive . After the extension of jurisdiction in
1977, the stock increased until the mid 1980s but has
since declined. The decline has been substantial in recent
years to a very low level, probably to about 1% of that in
the early 1980s. A moratorium on fishing has been in
effect siuce Ju1y,1992.

2J3KL Cod

60' 59 58 57 5 6 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45

The Fishery

The stock declined in the mid 1970s due to very
high catches during the 1960s. As a result,
TACs and catches also declined. By the mid- to
late- 1980s, the stock had increased in size, and
catches peaked at about 250,000 t .

Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 62-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg. Avg .

TAC N/A N/A 190 02 0 0 0

Can . Ins. 97 92 60 12 9 1

Can. 7 83 60 17 + 0
Off.

Others 386 38 51 14 2 +

Totals 490 213 171 43 11 1

' Provisional
2 Moratorium imposed July 2, 199 2

The rapid decline of the resource in the 1990s
led to reduced TACs, and eventually to a
morato rium on commercial fishing being declared
on July 2, 1992 . People were still allowed to
catch cod for personal consumption .

The moratorium was extended to include a ll
types of fishing in Janua ry , 1994 although a
restricted food and subsistence fishe ry was
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permitted during Aug.-Sept. of 1994. This
fishery took approximately 1,300 metric tons in
1994 mainly from NAFO divisions 3L and 3K .
However, the fishery was generally considered a
failure as catch rates were low and cod generally
small . Age 4 and 5 year old cod were the most
abundant in the catch. The foreign catch outside
of 200 miles in 1994 was estimated by Canadian
Surveillance to be about 50 t .
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Resource Status

Current stock status was estimated mainly
using trends in abundance and biomass indices
from annual bottom trawl and acoustic surveys
as well as limited fishery information .

Autumn research vessel survey indices of cod
biomass and abundance in divisions 2J3KL
have indicated severe declines in recent years,
and the 1994 point estimates are the lowest in

2J3KL Cod

the time series. No aggregations of fish were
found. Cod older than age 7 were virtually
absent in the autumn surveys of 1993 and 1994 .
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Survey results indicate that the decline occurred
earliest in the Division 2J, and it has been
substantial each year since about 1990 .

Anecdotal information from the food fishery in
September, 1994 indicated that there were no
areas with reports of "good" catch rates
comparable to those experienced in the years
prior to 1992. The majority of the catch since
the beginning of the moratorium has come from
inshore areas where it has been shown that
separate stock components are likely to exist,
mainly in the deepwater bays .

During the June, 1994 acoustic study there

were no large catches comparable to those
obtained during the 1990-1993 surveys . No high
density aggregations of adults were located as
had been the case in previous years .

During May, 1995 a body of cod was located in
Smith Sound, Trinity Bay. Based on 2
acoustic surveys of the area, it was determined
that between 10,000 and 20,000 metric tons
were present in the area, and that they were
mainly larger mature fish close to spawning .
Although staff from the Department and
Memorial University has worked in this area for
many years, they had never before seen such a
large body of fish at this time of year . On the
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other hand, local fishers claimed that this
discovery did not represent anything unusual
and that cod were present in the area every
winter . Results of analysis of antifreeze levels in
the blood of sampled cod by researchers at
Memorial University indicated that the cod had
not been present in the cold waters of Smith
Sound for very long, but had moved from
warmer more offshore waters recently .

Condition factors as measured by body weight
relative to length declined from 1989 to 1992 in
Division 2J and to a lesser extent in Division
3K. There was no apparent decline in Division
3L. This pattern was reflected in changes in the
overall level of feeding of cod during the same

time period, particularly for Division 2J . The
declining trend in condition appears to have
reversed in 1993 and 1994, but his was not
reflected in the feeding data for the same period.

Since about 1990-91, the age at which 50% of
cod have been maturing has been declining. The
values for 1994 were the lowest in the time
series . This may be a response to population
declines .
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Changes in growth rate and proportion mature
at age are important in the determination of the
amount of recruitment necessary for spawner
biomass replacement i .e . for year-classes to
produce sufficient spawner biomass to equal
that of their parents . Based on the most recent
assessment results, it was concluded that the

2J3KL Cod

decrease in recruitment and growth rates over
the 1980s played a major role in the stock
decline .

During the food and subsistence fishery in
divisions 2J3KL in 1994, it was generally
observed by fishermen that cod were of average
condition. There were some reports of 'thin' fish
observed in some areas during the similar 1993
fishery but the extent of these observations is
unknown.

Based on the research survey data, average
lengths and weights at age for the dominant
age groups (4 to 7) declined for most years from
the late 1970s and early 1980s until 1992, with
declines most pronounced in Division 2J . There
were general increases in 1993 and 1994 .

Estimates of the abundance of pre-recruits
(ages 0 to 2) were obtained in recent years using
a variety of indices . Although the precision of
the estimates requires further investigation, the
1994 year-class appears to be stronger than the
1992 and 1993 year-classes. The 1993 year-
class also appears stronger than those of 1991
and 1992 . The 1991 year-class appears to be the
poorest of the four . It will be at least 3 years
before this can be verified from the offshore
research vessel surveys .

Analysis of tagging concluded, as did previous
assessments, that fishing mortality in the late
1980s and early 1990s was high. Since the
moratorium, fishing mortality would have been
reduced in the offshore areas as catches were
very low.

An analysis of the ratio of the catches to survey
biomass indices indicated that there were high
fishing mortalities associated with the limited
food fisheries and foreign fishery after
declaration of the moratorium, but did not
support results of other analyses which
estimated high and increasing fishing mortalities
in the years immediately prior to the
moratorium .
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Year

Mortality of cod in the northern shrimp fishery,
although unknown, declined from 1992 to 1994
as a result of the introduction of the Nordmore
grate .

Ecological Factors

Harp seal numbers have increased
substantially since the early 1980s and their
consumption of cod as well as other fish species
has increased. Information on their feeding
indicates that cod make up about 3% of the diet
of harp seals . Fish aged 1 and 2 dominate.

Ocean conditions in 1994 were closer to the
long-term average than in recent years . This may
be beneficial for things such as growth rates .

Outlook

All indices available indicate that this stock is
still at an extremely low level . The finding, in
1995, of 10,000 to 20,000 metric tons of mature
cod in Trinity Bay is exciting in that it indicates
that some spawning stock remains . However, it
is important to remember that this biomass is
still very low compared to the historical
spawning stock size which was in the range of
one million metric tons .

The reasons for the drastic decline in recent
years remain unresolved. Stock reduction since
the moratorium has occurred although catches
have been much reduced . Projections of recovery
time are not possible until there is evidence of

2J3KL Cod

the presence and survival of a substantial year-
class. The increasing trend in pre-recruit indices
is encouraging, but it is premature to base any
predictions on their strengths .

For More Information

Research Document: Bishop, C.A ., D.E .
Stansbury and E .F. Murphy. 1995 . An update
of the status of Div. 2J3KL cod. DFO Atl . Res .
Doc. 95/34.

Bishop, C.A., J.T. Anderson, E . Colbourne,
G.R. Lilly, R.A. Myers, G.A. Rose, D.E .
Schneider and D .E. Stansbury . 1995. Cod in
NAFO Division 2J3KL. NAFO SCR Doc.
95/9. Ser. No. N2575 .

Kulka, D.W. 1995 . Bycatch of commercial
groundfish species in the northern shrimp
fishery. DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/48.

Kulka, D .W., R. Stead, D. Lane and L. Russell .
1995. Summary of the food fishery for cod in
NAFO divisions 2J, 3K, 3L and 3Ps . DFO Atl .
Res. Doc. 95/47 .

Morgan, M.J. and P.A. Shelton. 1995 .
Alternative models of maturity at age applied to
cod in Divisions 2J3KL . DFO Atl . Res. Doc._
95/ 24 .

Ruzzante, D.E., C.T. Taggart, D. Cook and S .
Goddard. 1995. Genetic differentiation between
inshore and offshore cod (Gadus morhua L.) off
Newfoundland : microsatellite DNA variation
and antifreeze level. DFO Atl. Res . Doc. 95/23 .

Contact : Bruce Atkinson
Tel. (709) 772-2052
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Atkinson@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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SUBDIVISION 3Ps COD

Background

Cod are found on both sides of the Atlantic. In the
Northwest Atlantic, cod are distributed from Greenland
to Cape Flatteras and are managed as 12 stocks . The 'St.
Pierre Bank' stock occurs along the south coast o
Newfoundland mainly between Placenta Bay west to
Hermitage Bay and on the offshore Banks from Burgeo
Bank in the west to Green Bank in the east .

The stock overwinters mainly in the deeper water of the
slopes of St. Pierre Bank. A large proportion of these
cod migrate inshore in early summer and are then liable
to capture by inshore gears.

Cod from this stock are generally faster growing than
those in the more northerly areas. Throughout the area
female cod begin to mature at about 4 years of age with
males maturing at age 3. Cod are very prolific spawners .
A female cod aged six years could produce about one
million eggs per spawning. However, very few of these
would survive to complete the life cycle to maturity
because of a tremendously high mortality rate . Cod feed
on a wide variety of items, but as adults take mainly
capelin .

Catches from this stock have mainly supported an
inshore fixed gear fishery for centuries and have been o
vital importance to the area. A moratorium on fishing
has been in effect since August, 1993 .

3Ps Cod

60° 59 58 57 56 55 54

The Fishery

After the extension of jurisdiction in 1977, cod
catches averaged slightly over 30,000 metric
tons until the mid-1980s when catches by
France increased significantly such that total-
landings peaked at about 57,000 metric tons in
1986 and 1987. Catches then declined to about
37,000 metric tons through 1991 before
dropping to 32,000 metric tons in 1992 . Fishing
area restrictions due to the bounda ry dispute
have led to fluctuations in the French catch smce
the late-1980s . The 1993 TAC was reduced and
access by French vessels to C anadian waters
was restricted .

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 59-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC - - 35 35 20 0 0

Can. 30 29 21 24 15 .6

Others 28 11 16 7 + 0

Totals 58 40 37 31 15 .6

Provisiona l

There was no offshore French fishery in 1993 .
The total 1993 catch was 15,000 metric tons ,
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the lowest in the time series to that time, with
the majority being obtained in the Canadian
inshore fixed gear fishery .
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Based on the recommendations of the FRCC,
the fishery was closed by the Canadian
government in August 1993 . A recreational food
fishery was permitted for a total of 8 days in
1994. About 480 metric tons of cod were taken
before this fishery was closed in 1994 while a
further 165t was taken as by-catch in other
fisheries. However the fishery was generally
considered a failure as catch rates were low and
cod generally small . The 1989 year-class (age 5)
was most abundant in the total catch .

Resource Status

Current stock status was estimated mainly using
trends in the abundance and biomass indices
from Canadian bottom trawl surveys as well as
limited fisheryinformation .

Results from the survey series have been highly
variable . The biomass index from Canadian
surveys showed an increasing trend in the mid-
1980s followed by a decline in 1989. Results for
1992-1994 were among the lowest observed in
the 1978-94 time series . The 1994 survey
results indicated an increase in the index to
approximately 15,000 metric tons. The
abundance index followed a similar pattern .

3Ps Cod
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Biomass and abundance from the 1995 survey
were substantially higher than those of recent
years. However, this resulted from - the-
occurrence of one large cod catch in a small
portion of the survey area toward the edge of
the Bank in the Halibut Channel area . The two
tows conducted in this area obtained catches of
19.5 kg (35 pounds) and 14,699 kg (26,750
pounds) respectively. The biomass estimated
for this stratum was 71,260 metric tons, 91% of
the total for the whole survey area .

With the exception of that for 1995, surveys
since 1991 have suggested that there has been a
decline in the resource from levels estimated for
the late-1980s . Although there were some
questions concerning the reliability of the
research surveys as indicators of stock
abundance, they suggested that the resource was
at a low level. This was consistent with
declining length at age, increased total mortality
estimated from survey catches and a loss of
older age groups . Similar to stocks in adjoining
divisions, 3Ps cod appeared to have declined
since the mid-1980s .

The 1989 year-class was the most abundant in
the 1995 survey, as it had been in 1993 and
1994. Relatively low abundance at the earlier
ages indicates that following year-classes are not
strong. However, analysis indicates that not
much confidence can be placed in the results
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from the 1995 survey because of the impact of
the single, large catch .

An acoustic survey conducted in the inner
portion of Placentia Bay in early 1995 did not
detect large numbers of cod . However, the
timing of the survey (10 days during the Jan . 23
- Feb. 23 period) was probably not the most
appropriate .

Anecdotal information from the food fishery in
September of 1994 indicated that there were no
areas with reports of good catch rates
comparable to that experienced in the years
prior to 1992 . During this fishery in 3Ps, it was
generally observed by fishermen that cod were
of average condition. There were some reports
of 'thin' fish observed in some areas during the

similar 1993 fishery but the extent of these
observations is unknown .

A sentinel fishery has been conducted at 12
sites along the south coast of Newfoundland
from St. Brides to Ramea, since late February of
1995 . Gear types used were either gillnet or
longline. Only preliminary catch rate
information could be provided at this time .
Although similar data was not available for other
years for comparison, observations of fishermen
indicate that catch rates at the sites surveyed
were as good or better than they were prior to
the closure of the fishery in 1993 .

Information provided by Fisheries Management
indicated that by-catch of cod has been a larger
problem in some groundfish fisheries during
1995 and a number were closed as a
consequence .

Concerns were expressed during the 1994
assessment of this stock with respect to stock
structure. During the 1995 surveys no
concentrations were found in the western part of
the stock area adjacent to the 3Pn4RS area,
while the single large catch was obtained
reasonably close (about 30 mi .) to the border
with Division 30 . Data relative to the portion of

3Ps Cod

the stock occurring in Placentia Bay did not
suggest the existence of large numbers although
questions remain concerning migrations in the
area. Consequently, a clearer definition of the
stock unit is still necessary.

Ecological Factors

Since 1991, bottom water temperatures from
surveys have generally increased from the lows
experienced during the mid-1980s and in 1990,
but large spatial areas with negative temperature
anomalies have continued into the spring of
1994, particularly on the eastern portion of St .
Pierre Bank, on the continental slope areas and
in Placentia Bay . Possible impacts of these
changes have not been determined.

Outlook

Index biomass estimated from the 1995 survey
suggests that the stock has improved
dramatically . However, a very cautious
approach to interpretation of these results is
necessary considering the basis for the survey
estimate . The age structure determined frôm the
survey does not indicate that the apparent
increase in 1995 is due to increased recruitment .
The stock is very likely closer in size to that
estimated for 1992-1994 . The very large survey
catch in 1995 may have resulted from factors
affecting catchability, such as strong
temperature gradients. Without corroborating
data, the 1995 estimate must be treated with
caution. However, evidence of increased by-
catch problems in other directed fisheries such
as those for redfish, skate and hake, and the
perceived good catch rates reported from the
sentinel fishery are not indicative of a further
stock decline .

Cod from the 1989 year-class are now mostly
mature and should be protected as no other
year-classes are prominent in the spawning
biomass .
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For More Information

Research Document: Bishop, C.A., E.F.
Murphy and D.E. Stansbury . 1995 . Status of
the cod stock in NAFO Subdivision 3Ps. DFO
Atl. Res. Doc. 95/31 .

Davis, M.B . 1995. Preliminary results from the
inshore sentinel fishery in Subdivision 3Ps .
DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/67.

Contact: Bruce Atkinson
Tel. (709) 772-2052
Fax. (709) 772-4188

e-mail : Atkinson@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca

3Ps Cod
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DIVISIONS 3LNO
HADDOCK

3LNO Haddoc k

3 L

Background

Haddock occurs on both sides of the North
Atlantic.Along the coast of North America, it occurs
from the Straits of Belle Isle south to Cape Hatteras

from CAFSAC in the late 1980s and early 1990s wa s

being more abundant in its southern range.

Haddock are primarily bottom feeders and food varies
with size. Those less than 50 cm . (20 inches) eat
crustaceans, in particular amphipods, pandalid shrimp
and hermit crabs . Also a part of the diet are echinoderms
(brittle stars, sea urchins and sand dollars), Mollusks,
(snails and clams) and annelid worms. In haddock
greater than 50 cm . small frsh make up about 30 percent
of the diet with sand lance, capelin, silver hake, herring
and argentines being consumed. When available large
numbers of herring and capelin eggs are eaten . Haddock
larvae are pelagic and settling occurs at just under 50
mm (2 inches). Males and females attain sexual maturity
at ages 3-5, males usually at slightly younger age than
females. Growth rates vary from stock to stock with
generally slower rates in northern stocks.

The history of the haddock fishery in NAFO Subarea 3 is
a relatively short one. Prior to 1945 catches on the
Grand Bank ( NAFO divisions 3NO) were low but
increased rapidly in the late 1940s and remained high
until the early 1960s . There is evidence to suggest that
haddock were abundant earlier but were not a desired
species in a saltfrsh operation and were not kept or
recorded separately. The high catches of the 1950s and
early 1960s were the result of several strong year-
classes. The frshery of this era was characterized by high
discard rates, 30 to 40% by weight and 50 to 70% by
numbers . This was the result of 70 to 100 mm mesh size
in codends and a requirement by plants for landed frsh to
be at least 45 cm. Catches since the 1960s have declined
to very low levels with some peaks at 8,000 to 10,000
metric tons when goodyear-classes occur .

TACs were first put in place in 1987, and ranged
between 4,100 and 10, 000 metric tons since then . Advice

that there should be no directed fishery on the stock in
order to allow relatively strong year-classes to reach
maturity.
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The Fishery

Historically, landings by the Canadian fleet were
highest in Division 30 and were mainly taken
during the January to May period in warmer
slope waters . Landings were highest during the
1950s and early 1960s with a maximum of
76,000 metric tons in 1961 . These catches were
supported by the presence of the strong 1949
and 1955 year-classes . Landings have remained
low from the 1960s to mid 1980s as a result of
poor recruitment . Landings increased to 8,200
metric tons in 1988, the highest since 1967, and
have since declined to less than 1,000 metric
tons .

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 53-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC 4 4 .5` .5 `

Can. 9 2 1 .8 .9 +

Others 12 .4 .2 .2 + +

Totals 21 2 1 1 1 +

1

Provisional
2 By-catch only

The provisional catch for 1994 was only 8
metric tons, and this is the lowest catch on
record. This was partially due to the moratoriu m
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on cod and flatfish stocks in the divisions 3LNO
area imposed for 1994 by NAFO.
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Resource Status

Research surveys have been conducted to the
area since the early 1970s, but coverage in the
1970s was not as extensive as the more recent
period. Abundance and biomass indices of
haddock from spring Canadian research vessel
surveys were low from 1973 through 1981 after
which both increased substantially . The
increases were due to growth of the relatively
strong 1980 and 1981 year-classes . Very few
haddock were ever found in Division 3L during
the spring surveys .
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The biomass index was highest in 1984,
declined sharply in 1985, then showed a gradual
increase to 1988 . The index has been low since .

3LNO Haddock

Abundance at age information shows recent
year-classes are weak.

The level of fishing mortality for this stock is
not known but it is believed to have been high
during the late 1980s . The NAFO moratorium
on the cod and flatfish fisheries will probably
result in lower fishing mortality .

Ecological Factors

Haddock in Newfoundland waters are thought to
be at the northern extension of their range in the
Northwest Atlantic. Oceanographic data
presented for 1994 show water temperatures on
the plateau of the Grand Bank were below long
term means. The colder conditions throughout
the area in recent years have probably impacted
their distribution and behaviour .

Outlook

There have been no signs of improved
recruitment in recent years, and therefore no
prospects of the stock improving in the near
future .

Haddock in this area show considerable variation
in recruitment but the mechanisms are not
understood . In the past, good year-classes have
been fished out before they reach spawning age .
When stronger year-classes are detected, if an
approach of allowing the fish to at least reach
spawning age is adhered to, subsequent
recruitment should be enhanced .

For More Informatio n

Research Document: Murphy, E. 1995 . The
status of 2GH cod, 3LNO haddock, 3Ps
haddock and 3Ps pollock. DFO Ad. Res. Doc .
95/33.

Contact: Eugene Murphy
Tel. (709) 772-5479
Fax. (709) 772-418 8
e-mail : Murphye@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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SUBDIVISION 3Ps
HADDOCK

Background

Haddock occurs on both sides of, the North Atlantic.
Along the North American coast it occurs f rom the
Straits of Belle Isle south to Cape Hatteras being more
abundant in its southern range.

Haddock are primarily bottom feeders and food varies
with size. Those less than 50 cm (20 inches) eat
crustaceans, in particular amphipods, pandalid shrimp
and hermit crabs . Also a part of the diet are echinoderms
(brittle stars, sea urchins and sand dollars), Mollusks,
(snails and clams) and annelid worms. In haddock
greater than 50 cm (20 inches) small fish make up about
30 percent of the diet with sand lance, capelin, silver
hake, herring and argentines being consumed When
available, large numbers of herring and capelin eggs are
eaten. Haddock larvae are pelagic, settling when just
under 50 mm (2 inches). Males and females attain sexual
maturity at ages 3- 5 ; males usually at a slightly younger
age than females. Growth rates vary and are generally
slower in northern stocks .

The history of the haddock fishery in NAFO Subarea 3 is
a relatively short one. Haddock were not known to exist
in abundance on St. Pierre Bank before 1950 . The
appearance of the very abundant 1949 year-class lead to
an increase in catches with a peak at .i8,000 metric tons
in 1955. The fishery of this era was characterized by
high discard rates, 30 to 40% by weight and 50 to 70%
by numbers. This was the result of 70 to 100 mm mes h
size in codends and a requirement by plants for landed

[ fish to be at least 45 cm .

3Ps Haddock
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The Fishery

Landings increased from 5,800 metric tons in

1953 to peak of 58,000 metric tons in 1955 then
declined to 6,000 metric tons in 1957. Catches
since 1960 have been mainly in the 1,000 to
2,000 metric tons range, increasing to 7,500 and
5,400 metric tons in 1985 and 1986 . This
increase was mainly due to increased effort by
France. Provisional catch for 1994 is 21 metric
tons which is the lowest on record . This is
partially due to the moratorium on cod
established by Canada in 1993 .
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Newfoundland Region

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg . Avg .

TAC - - 3 .2 3 .2 .6 2 .5Z l'

Can . .9 . 8 .5 .5 .1 +

Others 1 .8 0 0 0 0

Totals 10 2 5 5 1 +

Provisional
2 By-catch Onl y

Resource Statu s

Research vessel surveys have been conducted by
Canada since 1972 . Abundance and biomass
indices of haddock from these surveys were low
from 1972 to 1982 . Both indices peaked in 1985
due to the presence of the relatively strong 1981
year-class, but have since declined to low levels.
The mean numbers and weights caught per tow
were highest in 1985, but have since declined.
Survey abundance at age indicate that recent
year-classes are weak.
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The level of fishing mortality for this stock is
believed to have been high during the late 1980s .
The moratorium on the cod fishery will reduce
by-catch of haddock .

Ecological Factors

Haddock in Newfoundland waters are thought to
be at the northern extension of their range in the
Northwest Atlantic . Cold waters throughout the
area in recent years have probably been
restrictive to their distribution and behaviour. In
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explaining year-class survival, Templeman noted
that probably the most significant factors are
water currents. Young haddock develop along
the slopes of St . Pierre Bank and the southern
part of the Grand Bank, where waters close by
to the south are too deep and often bottom
temperatures to the north are too cold for
haddock . In some years, in the summer bank
waters circulate mainly on the bank and larvae
can settle in suitable conditions . In other years
the bank water is caught up in eddies of the Gulf
Stream and larvae settle in waters too deep .
Temperatures on St. Pierre Bank have been
below normal for a number of years and the
chances of year-class survival may have been
further reduced.

Outlook

There have been no signs of improved
recruitment in recent years and therefore is no
prospect of the stock increasing in the near
future .

Haddock in this area show considerable variation
in recruitment but the mechanisms are not
understood . The most recent good year-class
(1981) was fished out before it reached
spawning age. If the approach of allowing fish to
at least reach spawning age is adhered to,
recruitment should be enhanced .

For More Information

Research Document : Murphy, E.F . 1995 . The
Status of 2GH cod, 3LNO haddock, 3Ps
haddock and 3Ps pollock. DFO Atl. Res. Doc .
95/33.

Contact : Eugene Murphy
Tel. (709) 772-5479
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Murphye@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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SUBAREA 2 + 3K
AMERICAN PLAIC E

Background

American plaice, which occurs on both sides of the North
Atlantic, is a bottom dwelling flatfish. In the western
Atlantic, the species ranges from U.S.A. waters to the
Arctic, with the largest population historically occurring
on the Grand Bank off Newfoundland American plaice
in the Labrador and northern Newfoundland region were
usually found to be most abundant at depths less than
250 in, although there has been a shift to deeper water
since the late 1980s .

American plaice in NAFO Subarea 2 + Division 3K
grow relatively slowly, entering the frshery at age 6 or 7,
at a length of about 30 cm. Most plaice are mature by
age 9, at a length of about 38 cm. Plaice up to 20 years
old have been caught from this stock in the past, but fe w
fsh older than 14 years have been caught recently.

Catches from this stock increased steadily throughout the
1960s, peaking at about 13,000 metric tons in 1970.
Quotas were first put in place in 1974 .

After the declaration of the 200 mile limit in 1977, non-
Canadian catches were greatly reduceg with the total
catch from the stock exceeding 2, 000 metric tons on only
2 occasions after 1981. In most years the majority of the
catch came from the southern part of the stock, with
catches from the northernmost areas being negligible .
There have been inshore and offshore fisheries, with th e

I major gears being gillnets and otter trawls res pectively.
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The Fishery

Catches from 1992 to 1994 averaged less than
100 metric tons per year, and are by far the
lowest in the time series, due in part to the
moratorium on the northern cod fishery, and
drastic reductions in the TAC in 1994 .

Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC N/A N/A 10 10 5 .5` .1`

Can. 1 4 . 5 .1 .1 .1

Others 3 .2 + 0 0 0

Totals 4 4 . 5 .1 .1 . 1

~ Provisional
2 By catch only

In most years prior to 1992, a large percentage
of the catch came from Division 3K, with recent
exceptions of 1989 and 1990 when a directed
fishery took place in Division 2J. In most years
prior to 1991, the inshore catch from the stock
ranged between 500 and 2,000 metric tons . The
offshore catch fluctuated more widely, as the

offshore fleet often opted to fish for American
plaice in the southern divisions of Subarea 3 .
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Resource Status

No recent catch rate data are available from
Canadian offshore otter trawlers, due to the very
low catches in recent years. Catch at age data for
the period 1984 to 1990, based on samples from
the Canadian fisheries, show that American
plaice aged 9 to 12 years comprised the bulk of
the commercial fishery, and there was a declining
trend in the catch numbers of older individuals
up to 1990. For many years before 1984, and
particularly for 1991 to 1994 when catches were
very low, data are either non-existent or
inadequate to estimate the commercial catch at
age.
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Research vessel su rvey information shows
that the stock is currently at a very low level . In
all surveyed areas, the index of biomass
declined substantially between the early 1980s
and the early 1990s .

Page 2

SA2+3K Ame rican Plaice

Shifts in the depth distribution of American
plaice to deeper water occurred during 1986 to
1989 in both divisions 2J and 3K, and were
followed by rapid, severe declines of the stock .
In divisions 2J and 3K combined, the biomass
index declined by about 95% between about
1982 and the 1990s . The 1994 values are the
lowest ever observed in both 2J and 3 K

There has been a gradual reduction in the
maximum age of American plaice caught during
the surveys, which is consistent with the
commercial fishery data. The numbers of fish in
all age classes declined at very high rates from
1990 to 1993, and current estimates of
spawning stock size are about 2 percent of
peak values. There has also been decreased
recruitment in recent years, although the
decline is not as severe as the overall decline in
stock size. Age specific data from the 1994
survey are not available at this time .

It is clear from the research vessel survey data
that this stock has declined to an extremely low
level in recent years. Comparing the catch from
the fishery with the biomass index from surveys
indicates that fishing mortality alone cannot
explain the magnitude of the declines in stock
size since reported catches never exceeded about
9% of the survey biomass index .

1978 1981 1984 1987

Year

1990 199 3

At present there is no explanation for the decline
in this stock, or why it has remained so lo w
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Newfoundland Region SA2+3K Ame rican Plaice

since 1991 with virtually no fishery during that
time .

Ecological Factors

Factors such as anomalously low water
temperatures since the mid-1980s, predation by
seals, and migration have been hypothesized as
reasons why stock size has decreased, but none
of these has yet been demonstrated to be a major
factor .

Outlook

Given the current stock size estimates from
surveys, there can be no optimism about
recovery of this stock in the short or medium
term. Even with negligible catches, the stock
size remained at a low level from 1991 through
1994 .

The prospects for rebuilding in the longer term
are unknown, although a recovery of the stock is
unlikely before 10 to 15 years . The 1995 TAC
of 100 met ric tons is for by-catch only, with no
provision for a directed fishery . Any fishery in
1996 could be detrimental to stock rebuilding .

For More Information

Research Document : Brodie, W.B ., J . Morgan
and W.R. Bowering. 1995 . An update of the
status of the stock of American plaice in Subarea
2 + Div. 3K. DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/35 .

Contact: Bill Brodie
Tel. (709) 772-3288
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Brodie@nflorc .nwafc.nf.ca
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Newfoundland Region

SUBDIVISION 3Ps
AMERICAN PLAIC E

Background

American plaice, which occurs on both sides of the North
Atlantic, is a bottom dwelling jTaosh. In the western
Atlantic, the species ranges from U.S.A. waters to the
Arctic, with the largest population historically occurring
on the Grand Bank off Newfoundland . American plaice
in Subdivision 3Ps were usually found to be most
abundant at depths of from 100 to 200 in but there has
been a shift to deeper waters since the late 1980s.

American plaice in NAFO Subdivision 3Ps enter the otter
trawl fishery at age 5. The bulk of the fishery is
comprised offish aged 8 to 12 with some fish up to age
18 being caught even in most recent years despite
declines in stock size. Female American plaice in 3Ps
mature at about age 9 while males mature at about age
5 .

Catches f rom this stock were highest from 1968 to 1973,
during which time they averaged over 10, 000 metric tons.
Since 1980, catches have exceeded 5000 metric tons only
twice. There have been both offshore and inshore
fisheries but in most years the majority of the catch is
taken by the offshore otter trawl fleet. The first quota
was put in place in 1974 at 11,000 metric ' tons . The
quota was 5, 000 metric tons through the 1980s, then
reduced to 4, 000 metric tons for 3 years before being set
at 3, 000 metric tons for 1993.

SSR 95/4E, June, 1995
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The Fishery

Catches from this stock were highest from 1968
to 1973, exceeding 12,000 metric tons on three
occasions in this period . Catches by foreign
vessels peaked at about 8,800 metric tons in
1968, due mainly to the USSR catch, but have
not exceeded 800 metric tons since 1973 . The
catch in 1993 was 751 metric tons, the lowest
since the early 1960s .

Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994 1995
Avg . Avg.

TAC - - 4 4 3 .5=

Can. 4 3 5 2 .8 .1

Others 1 .3 0 + 0 0

Totals 5 6 5 2 .8 . 1

Provisional
2 By-catch Onl y

Based on a recommendation by the FRCC, the
fishery was closed in September of 1993 for the
remainder of that, year. The TAC for 1994 was
set at 500 metric tons to allow a by-catch in
other fisheries . Total catch in 1994 was 11 7
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metric tons . There is by-catch quota of 100
metric tons in place for 1995 .
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Resource Status

In 1993, the catch was comprised mainly of fish
aged 8-12, similar to most years . No recent catch
rate data are available from offshore otter
trawlers due to very low catches and closure of
the fishery in 1993 . Reports from the fishing
industry indicated very poor catch rates in this
fishery in 1993 .

Research vessel survey information shows
that the stock is at a very low level. The
biomass index has declined to 10% of the level
of the mid-1980s. The major declines occurred at
a time when fishing pressure was low . Increased
effort in the early 1990s may have hastened
subsequent declines .

The 1995 survey gave a biomass index of 3,944
metric tons. Most of the biomass in recent
surveys has been in deeper areas than usual .

3Ps American Plaice
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The abundance of all age groups has declined
and thére has been a decrease in recruitment.
Age composition data from the 1994 and 1995
surveys are not yet available, but abundance at
length from these surveys does not indicate any
increase in young fish .

The female spawning stock biomass index has
been declining since 1985, with the 1993
estimate of 1,900 metric tons being the lowest
since 1975 .
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As was noted in the 1994 Stock Status Report,
there has been a dramatic decline in age at 50%
maturity since the early 1970s for both males
and females.

Ecological Factors

Water temperatures have. been below normal in
Subdivision 3Ps since the mid-1980s . Although
conditions moderated somewhat in 1994 ,
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Newfoundland Region

temperatures continued to be below normal
particularly on the eastern portion of St . Pierre
Bank and in the area of the continental slope. It
is unclear how these conditions may have
impacted on the resource .

Outlook

The outlook is very pessimistic, given the
current low stock size, and the lack of
recruitment indicated by the surveys . In the
short to medium term, there is little prospect for
stock rebuilding. Any catch in 1996 would be
detrimental to the stock .

For More Informatio n

Research Document: Morgan, M.J., W.B .
Brodie and G.T. Evans. 1995. Assessment of
the American plaice stock in NAFO Subdiv .
3Ps. DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/36 .

Contact: Joanne Morgan
Tel. (709) 772-2261
Fax. (709) 772-4188

e-mail : Morgan@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca

SSR 95/4E, June, 1995
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SUBDIVISION 3Ps
POLLOCK

Background

Pollock occur on both sides of the North Atlantic ; on the
North American side from southern Labrador around
Newfoundland into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and south
to Cape Hatteras . Pollock is a member of the cod family
(Gadidae), but unlike most members spends little time
near the bottom. They are voracious eaters and often
congregate in large numbers. As pelagic larvae they feed
mainly on copepods, but as they settle and move inshore,
crustacea, mainly amphipods, are the preferred food As
they increase in size euphausiids, shrimp and small fish
become part of the diet. In the offshore areas sand lance,
herring, silver hake, redfish and lanternfish become more
important in the diet.

Pollock are a cold water fish preferring waters from 0°
C to 10° C. However maturation of sex organs and
incubation of eggs requires temperatures in the upper
range. This fact places Newfoundland waters at the
northern end ofpollock range. Research on pollock in the
Newfoundland area shows that mature fish occur alongl
the slopes of St. Pierre Bank and the slopes of the
southern Grand Bank. In summer months schools o
young pollock are occasionally found in harbors along
Newfoundland's south coast.

Pollock do not generally occur in Newfoundland waters
in sufficient numbers to support a major commercial
fi shery.
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The Fishery

Catches of pollock in Subdivision 3Ps are
generally low, having been less than 1,000 metric
tons annually from 1967-1982. Catches
gradually increased however, peaking at 7,500
metric tons in 1986, but have since declined to
pre-19801evels.

I
Canadian Others TACs I
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Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 67-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 199 5
Avg. Avg.

TAC - - 5.4 5 .4 .6
2

.5=

Can . .1 2 1 .5 .1 .1

Others .2 .2 + 0 0 0

Totals .3 2 1 .5 .1 . 1

Provisional
2 By-catch Only

Resource Status

Research vessel surveys have been conducted in

NAFO Subdivision 3Ps since 1972 by Canada .
The biomass index was low in the 1970s
(<1,000 metric tons) . It gradually increased to
7,900 metric tons in 1987, but has since declined
to pre-1980 1evels .
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In the spring of 1995 schools of small pollock
were observed by fishers, and fisheries
personnel in many south coast harbors .

Ecological Factors

Pollock in Newfoundland waters are thought to
be at the northern extension of their range in the

Northwest Atlantic. Cold waters throughout the
area in recent years have probably been

restrictive to their distribution and behaviour .

Outlook

Pollock have never been a major component of
the commercial fishery in NAFO Subdivision
3Ps. Their contribution is based on the

3Ps Pollock

occurrence, and survival of year-classes against
great odds in the extreme north of their range .
Recent surveys show biomass and abundance
are low for all sizes of pollock . However, in the
spring of 1995, schools of small pollock have
been observed in south coast harbors and this
may be a positive sign.

For More Information

Research Document : Murphy, E.F. 1995. The
Status of 2GH cod, 3LNO haddock, 3Ps
haddock and 3Ps pollock. DFO Atl. Res. Doc .
95/33.

Contact : Eugene Murphy
Tel. (709) 772-5479
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail: Murphye@nflorc.nwafc.nf.ca
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DIVISIONS 2J3KL
WITCH FLOUNDER

Background

Witch flounder is a deepwater flatfrsh which reaches its
northern limits in the northwest Atlantic near Hamilton
Bank off southern Labrador but extends as far south as
the east coast of the southern United States. Although
traditionally it has been most abundant in depths o
about 200-400 meters (109-219 fathoms) in divisions
2J3KL, more recently it has been caught mainly in depths
well in excess of 900 meters (492 fathoms) . It is generally
associated with deep holes and channels running between
the fishing banks as well as the slope area of the
continental shelf and prefers a bottom of mud or muddy
sand Its main area of distribution is in Division 3 K

[f'ollowed by Division 3L with very low numbers found in
Division 2J

It is a long lived slow growing species and has been
aged to over 30 years old. However, the number of age
groups comprising the witch flounder stock in divisions
2J3KL has been reduced substantially since the mid
1970s and fish older than 14 years are now rarely seen
in either the commercial or survey catches.

Spawning occurs over a rather prolonged period usually
extending from March through to September in the
Northwest Atlantic, however in this area spawning takes
place from March to July with highest intensity in the
period March to May. During the winter and spring
months it can be found in dense prespawning and
spawning concentrations along the continental slope o
Division 3K and it is here at this time when most
commercial frshing operations occur and catch rates are
highest.

The fishery began back in the 1960s, and has continued
to the present. The frrst quota was put in place in 1974. .
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The Fishery

The commercial fishery began for witch flounder
in this area in the early 1960s and catches
increased steadily from about 1,000 metric tons
in 1963 to a peak of over 24,000 metric tons in
1973 . Catches declined rapidly to only 2,800
metric tons by 1980, then subsequently
fluctuated between 3,000 and 4,500 metric tons
to 1991 . Catches in 1992 declined to 2,300
metric tons, the lowest since 1964, and further
declined to 342 metric tons in 1993 . A catch of
only 12 metric tons was reported in 1994 .

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Y e ar 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 199 5
Avg. Avg .

TAC N/A N/A 4 4 4 1

Can. 2 2 3 2 .3 +

Others 7 2 1 .6 0 0

Totals 9 4 4 3 .3 +

' Provisional
2 By catch only

Up until the late 1980s the fishery was
prosecuted by Poland, USSR and Canada
primarily in Division 3K . In recent years, the
fishery has been mainly Canadian although som e
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catches were estimated as taken by European
Union (EU) (Portugal) in the NAFO Regulatory
Area of Division 3L . For 1994, however, no
catch of witch flounder was estimated for the
Regulatory Area of Division M.
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Resource Status

Research vessel surveys have been conducted in
the fall in divisions 2J, 3K and 3L since 1977,
1978 and 1981 respectively .
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For Division 2J, biomass index ranged from as
high as 4,100 metric tons in 1986 to a low of
less than 160 metric tons in 1994. In Division
3K, during 1979-85, there was a period of
relative stability where most annual biomass
index levels were over 30,000 metric tons . Since
that time, they have declined considerably to
just over 340 metric tons in 1994 the lowest in
the time series. For Division 3L, the index
biomass ranged generally between 6,000 and

2J3KL Witch Flounder

7,000 metric tons from 1981-88 but declined
rapidly since then to a low of just under 1,500
metric tons in 1992, and less than 400 metric
tons by 1993 and 1994 . For the three divisions
combined, there has been a very steady and
rather systematic decline from about 1984
through 1994 with the estimate of 900 metric
tons in 1994 the lowest in the time series
compared to an annual average of over 40,000
metric tons during the early 1980s . In the earlier
years, the biomass in all divisions was generally
distributed in depths less than 500 meters . Since
1989 however, most witch flounder has been
found in depths greater than 500 meters .

Based on the size distribution . of witch flounder
caught during the surveys, there has only been
poor recruitment to the resource for a number
of years .

This stock has declined to levels far below
anything observed in the past with no signs of
improving recruitment. It is also apparent that
during the 1980s, the magnitude of the decline in
the biomass index observed in the surveys
cannot be fully explained by the removals of the
commercial fishery as the commercial catch over
trawlable biomass ratios are generally quite low
during most of the period .

Given the shrinking area of distribution in
recent years, coupled with the fact that fishing
was most intense in this area (depths greater
than 1000 m (546 fathoms) upon prespawnin g
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agg regations, it is probable that recent catches
may have accelerated the decline over the last
few years .

Outlook

This stock is at an extremely low level and any
exploitation of it in its present state continues to
be unjustifiable from a conservation point of
view. Based on recent indicators of continuing
poor recruitment, there is nothing to indicate
that this stock will increase in the foreseeable
future. Any fishery in 1996 could be detrimental
to stock rebuilding .

For More Information

Research Document: Bowering, W.R. 1995 .
Stock status update of witch flounder stock in
divisions 2J and 3KL. DFO Atl. Res. Doc .
95/37.

Contact: Ray Bowering
Tel. (709) 772-2054
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Bowering@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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SUBDIVISION 3Ps
WITCH FLOUNDE R

Background

Witch,Jlounder is a deepwater flatfish which reaches its
northern limit in the Northwest Atlantic near Hamilton
Bank off southern Labrador, but extends as far south as
the east coast of the southern United States. Although
traditionally it has been most abundant in depths o
about 200-400 m(109-219 fath.), more recently it has
been caught mainly in depths well in excess of 900 m
(492 fathoms). In Subdivision 3Ps, it is generally
distributed along the slope of the continental shelf as
well as in the mouth of Fortune Bay off Newfoundland's
south coast.

It is a long-lived slow growing species and has been
aged to over 30 years old. However, the number of age
groups comprising the witch flounder stock in
Subdivision 3Ps has been reduced substantially since the
mid-1970s when it was common to catch fish up to at
least 20 years old Fish older than 13 years are now
rarely seen in either the commercial or survey catches .

Spawning occurs over a rather prolonged period usually
extending from March through to September for most
areas of the Northwest Atlantic, however in the
Subdivision 3Ps area spawning takes place early by
comparison, with highest intensity in the period January
to March. During the winter and spring months it can be
ound in spawning concentrations along the continental

slope of St. Pierre Bank and it is here at this time when
most commercial fishing operations occur and catch
rates are generally highest .

The first quota was set at 3,000 metric tons in 1974. the
TACs remained at this level through 1988. Since then
they have been 1,000 metric tons annually.
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The Fishery

The catches of witch flounder in NAFO
Subdivision 3Ps were about 1,000 met ric tons
annually during the 1960s . Catches increased to
over 4,000 metric tons in 1967 to 1969, then
declined slowly to former levels in the late
1970s. During the -last 10 years catches have
ranged from 300 metric tons in 1983 to 1,300
met ric tons in 1986. However, since 1989 the
average catch has been about equal to the TAC
of 1,000 met ric tons with the exception of 1994
where the catch was only about 400 metric tons.

L andings ( thousand metric tons)
Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995

Avg. Avg.

TAC - - 1 1 1 1 1

Can. 2 .9 1 1 1 .4

Others . 4 .1 0 0 0 0

Totals 2 1 1 1 1 . 4

Provisional

Catches from this stock have been taken mainly
by Canadian trawlers fishing offshore on St.
Pierre Bank while there are some catches taken

by small Scottish seiners and gillne tters fishing
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in Fortune Bay off the south coast of
Newfoundland. Prior to the boundary settlement
between Canada and France, fishers from St.
Pierre and Miquelon also caught small amounts
of witch flounder although this no longer
appears to be the case .
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The fishing pattern for offshore Canadian
participants during 1994 appears to have been
similar to that of 1993 according to information
obtained from industry representatives. Fishing
was conducted at the southe as tern tip of St .
Pierre Bank in depths ranging from 200 to 900 in
(110 to 492 fathoms) . As a result of the closure
of the American plaice and cod fishe ries in
Subdivision 3Ps for 1994 combined with a 5%
by-catch constraint, the fishery for witch
flounder has been seriously hampered and
resulted in the lower than usual catch level for
1994. The same by-catch level is in effect for
1995 .

Resource Status

Stratified-random research vessel surveys have
been conducted by Canada in wintertime on St .
Pierre Bank since the early 1970s, however,
only since about 1976 has coverage been
relatively complete at least to a depth of 549 in
(300 fathoms). The survey biomass index has
been highly variable over the past 15 years
fluctuating between 2,000 and 6,000 metric tons
and showing little in the way of trends. An
examination of the survey index by depth zone

3Ps Witch Flounder

indicated that during the late 1970s and early
1980s there were considerable levels of the
biomass in depths less than 183 m(100
fathoms) whereas during the 1990s there were
none.
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While survey results from 1993-95 are within
the range of past biomass index estimates, good
fishing occurred in deep water beyond the
survey area in 1993 which would lend some
support to the hypothesis that witch flounder
are mostly distributed in depths not surveyed
by the research vessels . On the other hand, the
fishery concentrates within a relatively small
area on a prespawning concentration of high
density which may not be an indicator of a high
level of biomass .

The research survey data do not indicate any
increases in recruitment in recent years .

Outlook

Considering the stability in the survey biomass
index of the last three years, and continued
expectations of low commercial catch levels, it is
anticipated that this stock should not decline
under present conditions as a result of
commercial fishing pressure. The recent biomass
index points are at the low end of the long-term
range .

When the TAC of 1,000 met ric tons was
initially advised, it was based upon an
exploitation rate of about 25% (approximating
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F0.1) of the average index biomass estimate of
about 4,000 metric tons during the preceding
time period . The average index biomass estimate
within the survey area during the 1993 to 1995
surveys is about 2,000 metric tons .

For More Information

Research Document: Bowering, W.R. 1995.
Witch flounder in NAFO Subdivision 3Ps : a
stock status update. DFO Atl . Res. Doc . 95/38.

Contact: Ray Bowering
Tel. (709) 772-2054
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Bowering@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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SUBAREA 2 + 3K
REDFISH

Background

Redfish, also known as ocean perch or rosefish, belong
to a group of frshes that are commercially exploited in
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. They occur on both sides
of the Atlantic ocean in cool, northern waters (3° to 8 °
C) along the slopes of fishing banks and deep channels
usually inhabiting waters from 100-700 m. In the west
Atlantic redfrsh range from Baffin Island in the north to
deep waters off New Jersey in the south .

Redfish are slow growing and long lived. They mate
generally in September to October and the young are
hatched inside the female and are born as free swimming
larvae from April to July the following year. Females
mature at 8-10 years old at a length of 25 cm (10 in),
males generally younger, and enter the fishery at age 8-
10. Redfish feed on a variety of small invertebrates and
small fish and are eaten by such species as Greenland
halibut, cod and seals.

The highest catch taken from this stock was 187,000
metric tons in 1959. Between 1961 and 1986 catches
averaged about 27,000 t, with no less than 14,500 metric
tons taken in any one year. Since 1986 catches decline d

om 18,500 metric tons to 280 metric tons by 1991 due
primarily to a major redirection of effort to other redfish

lsheries for the principal Canadian stakeholder. The
lshe ry was predominantly by offshore otter trawlers and

since 1979 primarily conducted in Division 3K.

The fishery has been under TAC regulation since 1974
when 30,000 metric tons was implemented. The TAC was
increased to 35,000 metric tons in 1980, decreased to
20, 000 metric tons in 1991 andfurther reduced to 1, 000
metric tons in 1994 . For 1995, 200 metric tons has been
set aside for test fisheries.

SSR 95/4E, June, 1995
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The Fishery

There has not been persistent directed effort on-
this stock since 1990 when 2,400 metric tons
were landed. Catches declined to 280 metric tons
in 1991, and have been 15 metric tons or less in
each year from 1992 to 1994. Redfish discards
in the shrimp fishery amounted to 386, 185 and
110 metric tons in 1992, 1993 and 1994
respectively .

Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 60-76 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC N/A N/A 20 20 20 1 .2

Can. .3 12 .2 + + +

Others 36 6 .1 + + +

Totals 36 18 .3 + + +

' Provisional

Reductions in TACs since 1991 were due to
concern for the resource in light of continuous
recruitment failure since about 1971 .

In early 1995, National Sea Products Ltd. -
conducted a short experimental fishery in
Division 3K on traditional redfish grounds .
Although only a few sets were conducted the
results were very poor as no fish were caught
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and no marks were encountered on the
while steaming .
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Resource Status

In the mid-1980s, prior to the declines in
catches, the bulk of the landings were of fish
about 28 to 40 cm (11 to 16 inches) in length .
This corresponds to ages of about 10 to 20
years . There has been very limited commercial
fishery data available since 1991 when this
fishery essentially became a by-catch fishery .

Results from research vessel surveys in
divisions 2J and 3K suggest population
biomass indices in both areas were at
historically low levels in 1994 .
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Although there have been large fluctuations
between some years in both divisions, there has
been a general decline in the Division 2J biomass
index from about an average of 200,000 metri c

n

SA2+3K Redfish

tons (1978-1981) to an average of 1,600 metric
tons (1992-1994) . The Division 3K biomass
index suggests an even larger reduction from an

average of 316,000 metric tons (1978-1981) to
an average of 1,000 metric tons (1992-1994) .

There has been over 20 years of continuous
recruitment failure since the strong year-
classes of the early 1970s .

Since redfish are slow growing and long lived
(some have been aged as old as 80 years),

recruitment alone cannot account for the
observed decline in the stock . Fishing does not
appear to have been the most important factor,
since a comparison of catches to survey biomass
index suggests exploitation levels generally less
than 5-6% during the 1980s, and never exceeded-
20%.
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Outlook

This stock is at an ex tremely low level.
Recruitment has been very poor since the year-
classes of the early 1970s. From a conservation
point of view, exploitation of this stock is
unjustifiable . There has been nothing to indicate
that the status of this stock will change in a
positive way in the foreseeable future . Any
good recruitment coming into this stock will
need at least 10 years before it will start
contributing to any fishery because of the
relatively slow growth rate of redfish .
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For More Informatio n

Research Document : Power, D. 1995 . Status
of redfish in Subarea 2+ Division 3K. DFO Atl .
Res. Doc. 95/25 .

Contact: Don Power
Tel. (709) 772-4935
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Power@nflorc .nwafc.nf.ca
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DIVISION 30
REDFISH

Background

Redfish, also known as ocean perch or rosefish, belong
to a group of fishes that are commercially exploited in
the Atlantic and Pacifrc oceans. They occur on both sides
of the Atlantic ocean in cool, northern waters (3° to 8°
C) along the slopes of fishing banks and deep channels
usually inhabiting waters from 100-700 m . In the west
Atlantic redfish range from Baffin Island in the north to
deep waters off New Jersey in the south .

Redfish are slow growing and long lived. They mate
generally in September to October and the young are
hatched inside the female and are born as free swimming
larvae from April to July the following year . Females
mature at 8-10 years old at a length of 25 cm (10 in),
males generally younger, and enter the fishery at age 8-
10. Redfish feed on a variet), of small invertebrates and
small fish and are eaten by such species as Greenland
halibut, cod and seals .

Traditionally, Canadian industry has not had a great
deal of interest in redfish in this area because of the
relatively small sizes of fish found in the areas with
trawlable bottom. Recently, because of declines in other
groundfrsh resources, and most recently because o
developing markets for small redfish for lobster bait,
there has been some increased interest in fishing in this
area .

The first quota was put in place for Division 30 redfish
in 1974 at 16,000 metric tons.
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The Fishery

Since 1959 nominal catches have beén in the
range of 5,000 to 35,000 metric tons . Up to
1986 catches averaged 13,000 metric tons,
increased to 27,000 metric tons in 1987 with a
further increase to 35,000 metric tons in 1988 .
Catches declined to 13,000 in 1989 and have
been about this amount through to 1992 . The
1993 catch was estimated to be about 16,000
metric tons, but catches declined to only about
4,000 metric tons in 1994.

Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 70-76 ' 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC 14 14 14 10 10

Can. 1 1 + .3 .7 2

Others 13 14 8 14 15 2

Totals 14 15 8 17 16 4

Provisiona l

Russia predominated in this fishery up until
1993 and generally took its share (about 50%) of
the total non-Canadian allocation, which
accounted for about 2/3 of the TAC.

The fishery has occurred primarily in the second
and third quarters of the year since 1983 . The
predominant means of capture from the mid-
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1970s to the early 1980s was the bottom otter
trawl, but since 1984 there has been an increase
in the use of midwater trawls .
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Resource Status

The standardized catch rate index based on
effort in hours fished shows much interannual
variability from 1959 to 1978. In 1979 there was
a dramatic increase in the catch rate followed by
a declining trend from 1979 to 1992 . However,
this trend may be more indicative of a decline in
the proportion of the stock outside the 200 mile
limit where most of the effort is concentrated .
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Stratified random groundfish surveys have been
conducted in the spring and fall in Division 30
since 1991, with coverage to depths of 730 m.
From 1991 spring through 1992 spring the
su rvey biomass index was about 10,000 metric
tons. There was an increase in the index biomass
to 26,000 metric tons in the fall of 1992, and a

30 Redfish

further increase in 1993 such that the average of
the three surveys was 44,000 metric tons. The
average of the spring and fall surveys in 1994
was about 50,000 metric tons. The spring, 1995
estimate was much higher at 84,000 metric tons .
Caution is required in interpreting this however,
as spring estimates were higher than those in the
fall in 1992 and 1993. The reasons for this are
not known. Stratum by stratum estimates
indicate that the increases occurred over a great
deal of the area.
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A relatively low proportion of the estimates are
accounted for by fish greater than 30 cm in any
of the surveys since 1991 .

Ecological Factors

With the loss of the 1988 year-class from Unit
1, questions have been raised about the
possibility of the recent increases in Division
30 being the result of movement of this year-
class from the Gulf to this area. Available
evidence does not support this hypothesis, and
recent increases in Division 30 may be partially
associated with declines in Division 3N .

Preliminary analyses also suggest that growth
rates and size of maturity, while similar in
divisions 3N and 30, are different from those
further west.
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Outlook

It is not possible to estimate the size of this
stock. Consequently is not possible to
determine fishing mortalities during the past nor
the possible fishing mo rtality generated by
catching the TAC of 10,000 metric tons in 1995.

Recently, more small redfish appear to be
available in Division 30 based on research vessel
surveys conducted during the 1990s. However,
it is unclear whether redfish in this area are
resident or migrants from another area. Based on
the research vessel data, the stock appears to be
mostly compri sed of young immature fish,
although significant amounts of larger fish have
been found in the past in the deeper, hard-to-
fish areas of the Division .

The length at which half the population is
sexually mature (L50) is about 18 cm (7 inches)
for males and about 28 cm (11 inches) length for
females . Given that generally the shallower the
depth fished the smaller the size composition,
caution is warranted that a greater proportion of
immature females may be captured if fishing is
concentrated in shallower water (less than 375 in
(205 fathoms)) .

For More Informatio n

Research Document: Shelton, P .A. and D.B .
Atkinson (Editors) . 1994. Proceedings of the
Regional Groundfish Assessment Review for
Newfoundland, May 9-13, 1994 . Can . Tech.
Rep. Fish. Aquat . Sci. 2020 : 100 p .

Contact: Don Powe r
Tel. (709) 772-4935
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Power@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca

30 Redfish
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UNIT 2
REDFISH

Background

Redfish, also known as ocean perch or rosefish, belong
to a group of frshes that are commercially exploited in
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans . They occur on both sides
of the Atlantic ocean in cool, northern waters (3 ° to 8°
C) along the slopes of frshing banks and deep channels
usually inhabiting waters from 100-700 m. In the west
Atlantic redfish range from Baffin Island in the north to
deep waters qfj°New Jersey in the south.

Redfish are slow growing and long lived. They mate
generally in September to October and the young are
hatched inside the female and are born as free swimming
larvae from April to July the following year. Females
mature at 8-10 years old at a length of 25 cm (10 in),
males generally younger, and enter the fishery at age 8-
10. Redfish feed on a variety of small invertebrates and
small fish and are eaten by such species as Greenland
halibut, cod and seals.

Unit 2 redfish represent a relatively new management
unit. Redfish in this area (NAFO 3Ps4Vs, 3Pn4Vn-Jan .
to June, 4Wj,) were previously managed separately as a
3P stock and part of a 4VWX stock. In 1991, based on a
detailed examination of available data, it was proposed
to realign the management units to better represent what
was known about the resource in these areas .

The new management units were put in place beginning
in 1993. The quota for Unit 2 in that year was 28, 000
metric tons.

Unit 2 Redfis h

se s~ 56 55

The Fishery

Catches have ranged from 8,100 metric tons
(1984) to 58,000 metric tons (1971) . From
1960-1968 landings were at a level of 20,000
metric tons, increased to an average of 43,000 up
to 1975 mainly due to increases by foreign fleets
and subsequently declined to the lowest on
record in 1984 at 8,100 metric tons . Catches
then steadily increased to the 1993 value of
about 27,000 metric tons .

Landings (thousand metric tons )

Year 70-76 77-90 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Avg. Avg .

TAC - - - - 28 20 14

Can. 17 16 22 17 27 24

Others 15 1 1 .2 0 0

Totals 32 17 23 17 27 24

Pro iv s~ nao 1

Since declaration of the 200 mile limit in 1977,
catches have been primarily by Canadian fleets .
Maritimes vessels generally account for the
majority of landings from subdivisions 4Vs and
4Vn while Newfoundland vessels concentrate in
subdivisions 3Ps and 3Pn .

The 1993 fishery was quite different from that
in 1992. There was a 10,000 metric tons increase
from the 1992 catch of about 17,000 metric tons
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and this was almost totally accounted for by
landings from 3Pn during October to December .
Based on information presented to the Fisheries
Oceanography Committee in March, 1994 these
catches were probably of Unit 1 redfish which
moved into the area earlier in 1993 . The
situation reversed in 1994 when only about
1,200 metric tons were taken in subdivisions
3Pn4Vn during this period .
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Resource Status

The standardized catch rate series based on
hours fished shows a steady increase from 1960

to 1966 followed by a decrease to the lowest
rate on record in 1979 . The rate increased again
until 1983 to about the same magnitude of the
1960 catch rate .
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From 1983 to 1988 catch rates declined to about
the level of the 1979 rate . Large increases
occurred in 1989 and again in 1990 to the highest

Unit 2 Redfish

rate observed over the time series . The catch rate
declined abruptly in 1991 and continued to
decline in 1992 . Preliminary data for 1993
(including only Nfld . fleet) suggest the mean
catch rate remained at the 19921eve1, but there is
much higher variance associated with this
estimate compared to any other year in the
series .

The catch rates seem to track reasonably well
with the movement of what were perceived to
be strong year-classes (1956-58 and early
1970s) through the fishery .

Successive large increases in catch rates in 1989
and 1990 can be partly attributed to the
recruitment to the fishery of the relatively
strong year-classes of the early 1980s. However,
it is also partly due a change from side trawlers
to specialized stern trawlers for the FPI fleet
and the utilization of the highly efficient
midwater "turbo" trawl for all fleets . Midwater
gears are aggregated in the current database

utilized to derive a standardized catch rate series
and therefore the historical relationships cannot
be put into perspective .

Stratified-random groundfish surveys have been
conducted since 1973 in Subdivision 3Ps
generally in the February to April period .
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It is important to note that these surveys do not
cover the entire stock area so that apparent

trends over time may not be reflective of
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changes occurring throughout the entire
management unit.

Length frequencies and numbers at age from the
surveys reflect the relatively strong year-
class(es) of the early 1980s that were first
caught during the 1981 survey . These year-
classes presently constitute the main component
of the commercial fishery . There was also a
much smaller pulse found first during the 1988
survey (perhaps the 1984-1985 year-classes),
and a larger pulse observed in 1991
corresponding to the 1987-1988 year-classes .
The 1984-1985 and 1987-1988 year-classes
represented about 40% of the research catch in
1993. Because the surveys do not cover the
entire stock area, it is not possible to estimate
the abundance of these year-classes . However, it
is quite evident that the early 1980s year-classes

comprised a much greater proportion of the
research catch than those of either 1984-85 or
1987-88 .

A research survey was conducted in
subdivisions 3Ps, 3Pn, 4Vs, and 4Vn during the
summer of 1994. The biomass index
(thousands of metric tons) from this survey was
as follows :

3Ps 3Pn 4Vs 4Vn

Index 105 18 37 79

It is not possible to compare these results with
those from the Subdivision 3Ps survey se ries
because a different net was used . Another
survey will be conducted during the summer of
1995 .

Outlook

Because of the limited database, it is not

possible to provide an estimate of the size of
this stock, and therefore it is not possible to
estimate fishing mortalities during the past nor
the possible fishing mortality generated by
catching the TAC of 14,000 metric tons in 1995 .

Unit 2 Redfish

This stock is probably lower than it has been in
recent years. Fishing pattern has changed in
response to the implementation of this new
management unit in 1993 .

The fishery is currently targeting the relatively
good year-classes of the early 1980s . Above
average recruitment to the fishery is expected
within the next few years based on the relatively
strong year-classes of the mid-1980s but their
contribution is likely to be less than that of
those of the early 1980s .

Other

A special multi-disciplinary project has been
established to study redfish . The aim is to carry
out this work in partnership with industry, and
an initial industrylDFO meeting was held on
June 1-2 to begin the process . Further
information on this initiative will become
available later in the year.

As noted above, another survey will be
conducted in all of divisions 3P and 4V . An
updates Stock Status Report which includes the
results of this survey will be available in
September .

For More Information

Research Document: Shelton, P .A. and D.B.
Atkinson (Editors) . 1994. Proceedings of the
Regional Groundfish Assessment Review for
Newfoundland, May 9-13, 1994. Can. Tech.
Rep. Fish. Aquat . Sci. 2020: 100 p.

Contact: Don Power
Tel. (709) 772-4935
Fax. (709) 772-4188

e-mail : Power@nflorc .nwafc .nf.ca
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LUMPFISH IN DIVISIONS 3K, 3L
AND 3P

Background

Lumpfish are found on both sides of the North Atlantic
in cold to temperate coastal waters. They are primarily a
bottom dwelling species but have been reported to be
semi pelagic during early life.

Spawning takes place during the spring in Newfoundland
waters and continues into the summer . The preferred
spawning grounds are shallow water rocky shores with
abundant sea-weed growth. After the egg masses have
been deposited, the females leave and the smaller, now
reddish colored males, are left to guard them. Initially
growth is relatively fast, with the frsh doubling in length
within one month. Length can range between 50 and 75
mm (2 to 3 inches) by the first year of age . Some data
have shown that females continue to grow fast up to age
5 where they can reach a size of 30 cm (12 inches) . After
age 5 growth slows. Large females have been reported
up to 60 cm (24 inches) and weighing almost 10 kg (18
pounds) .

Lumpfish feed on a wide variety of invertebrates such as
euphausiids, pelagic amphipods, copepods, other small
crustaceans, jellyfish and some small fish such as
herring and sand lance. Lumpfrsh are readily eaten by
seals, and other marine mammals. They have also been

h found in stomachs of Greenland sharks.

The Canadian fishery for lumpfish started in the late
1960s and is primarily based on roe, the unfertilized
eggs . Eighty percent of the landings are reported by
vessels less than 35feet.

3KLP Lumpfish
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The Fishery

The commercial fishery began for lumpfish roe
in Newfoundland in 1976 with catches around
500 metric tons up to 1984. For the next three
years there was a doubling of the landings to a
peak of 3,000 metric tons in 1987 . Landings
averaged 2,000 metric tons for the next 6 years .
There was a 25% decline between 1993 and
1994 to 1,500 metric tons of roe .

Roe Landings (thousand me tric tons)
Year 77-90 1991 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995

Avg.

Can.2 1 2 2 2 2

' Provisiona l
2 Management since 1992 through effort control s

3,500
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The fishery was predominately in Division 3 K
in the late 1980s . Catch in this area declined to-
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less than 10% of the combined landings in
divisions 3KLPs by 1994.

Resource Status

The stock structure of this species is not known
and little work has been done in this area.
Research survey indices of biomass have been
calculated separately for NAFO divisions 3K
and 3L for 1981-1994 and 1981-1995 for
Subdivision 3Ps. Fall survey estimates have
been generally less than 2,000 metric tons in
divisions 3K and 3L. In Subdivision 3Ps, the
surveys occurred from January to June and
biomass estimates have declined an order of
magnitude from 1985 to 1995 . Also the
proportion of survey catch that is females has
declined steadily over the same period .

Initial catch-effort data analysis from 2 index
fishers in Division 3K have indicated a steady
decline over the past four years as have the total
landings for this division. This decline in catch
rate is not as evident in Subdivision 31's but
1994 estimates are the lowest of the last four
years although total landings remained relatively
high .

Outlook

The lumpfish fishery is exclusively on pre-
spawning mature females and therefore the
spawning stock is vulnerable to over
exploitation. Since the cod moratorium there has
been an increase in fishers entering this fishery .
Division 3K has displayed a decline in catch and
possibly catch-rates . In Subdivision 3Ps, survey
indices have gone down since the mid-1980s and
the proportion of females has declined .

Conservation methods could be implemented,
such as closure of portions of the spawning
areas in the major bays or development and
adoption of roe stripping techniques resulting in
lower mortality .

3KLP Lumpfish

For More Information

Research Document : Hoenig, J.M. 1995. What
can we learn about lumpfish mortality from sex
ration data? DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/62.

Myers, R.A. and B. Sjare . 1995 . An analysis of
lumpfish from data on individual fishermen .
DFO Atl . Res. Doc. 95/66 .

Stansbury, D.E., E.F . . Murphy and C.A.
Bishop. 1995 . An update of the stock status of
3KLP lumpfish . DFO All . Res. Doc. 95/65 .

Contact: Don Stansbury
Tel. (709) 772-4594
Fax. (709) 772-4188

e-mail : Stansbury@nflorc.nwafc .nf.ca
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DIVISIONS 3LNOPs
SKATES

Background

There are some 8 to 10 different species of skate in the
waters around Newfoundland. Of these, the thorny skate
(Raja radiata) is by far the most common, comprising
greater than 90% of those caught during research
surveys . The second most common is the smooth skate
(Raja senta) . Although data on skate are routinely
collected during research surveys, there has been only
limited examination of these data. Most of the work to
date has been done on thorny skate.

Thorny skate is widely distributed in the waters around
Newfoundland. It is found in depths ranging from about
18 m(10 fathoms) to over 1000 m(550 fathoms), in
temperatures from -1.4°C to about 14°C, and on both
hard and soft bottoms. Tagging information suggests
that they are sedentary species and generally do not
undergo long migrations. Generally they move less than
100 km during their lives.

It is not known how long thorny skate live in the waters
around Newfoundland. Based on the time between
tagging and recapture of some individuals, it is known
that they can live at least 20 years. They deposit egg
cases, perhaps better known as mermaids' or sailors '
purses, inside of which are single embryos. Skates only
lay between 6 and 40 of these a year . Males mature at
smaller sizes than females, and size of maturity increases
from north to south. Limited data suggest that
reproduction occurs year round on the Grand Banks

Thorny skate feed on a wide variety of items including
both invertebrates and fish. As well, sign ificant amounts
of offal have been found in the stomachs of skate
captured in the vicinity of commercial fisheries .

There is very little information on predators of skate
around Newfoundland. They have been found in the
stomachs of seals, sharks and Atlantic halibut.

Historically, there has been only limited interest i n
rshing for skate in the waters around Newfoundland.

Most of the reported catches have been by non-Canadian
fleets; Canadian catches have traditionally been
incidental to catches of other groundfish species, and
skates were usually discarded. With the decline of other
groundfish resources, Canadian interest in skates has
increaseg and quotas were first put in place for 1995
inside Canada's 200 mile limit.

Fishermen are interested in the width of the skate wing,
as the wing is the product. Based on market conditions,
the minimum acceptable size is about 46 cm . (18 inches) .
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The Fishery

Because of almost no interest in a skate fishery
when other groundfish stocks were healthy,=
catches reported to NAFO from the time of
extension of jurisdiction averaged less than 5,000
metric tons until 1985 when the reported
catches from Division 3N increased
significantly .

Repo rted Landings (thousand metric tons)

Year 77-84 85-90 1991 199 ' 2 1993 1994 1995
Avg. Avg.

TAC

Cdn . .7 .1 + .1 +

Others 2 16 28 5 2

6

3 =

Totals 3 16 28 5 2 3'

' Provisional
2 for Canadian waters only

1977 1980 1983 1986 1989 1992

Year

® Div. 3L - Div . 3N ® Div . 30 ■ Subdiv. Vs !

The increases in that year, which continue d
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during the last half of the 1980s, were due to
increased reported catches from outside 200
miles . Canadian surveillance has determined that
some of these catches during the 1980s, reported
as skates, may have actually been other species
such as flatfish or cod . During the 1990s,
Canadian surveillance estimated catches outside
200 miles to be higher than those reported .

It must be remembered that in addition to the
reported catches, there have been ongoing
discards in other groundfish fisheries. To date,
the levels of these discards have not been
estimated .

Because of the declines in other, more
`traditional' groundfish resources along with the

development of markets in Europe for skate
wings, fishers in Newfoundland became
interested in skates, and successful test fisheries
were first carried out in 1994. There was
concern about by-catches of other species such
as cod, but selection studies were done, and with
the use of 305 mm (12 inch) mesh otter trawl
catches had almost no by-catch . The same was
the case for gillnets using 267 mm (10 .5 inch)
mesh. By-catch problems were found however,
when using longlines and the use of this gear is
still under investigation .

During the fall of 1994, all indications were that
there would be interest in an expanded fishery in
1995, and some advocated that similar to the
fishery for skate outside 200 miles, the fishery
inside should be unregulated. Managers
however, were concerned that such an
uncontrolled fishery might deplete the resource,
so quotas were put in place for 1995 .

At the time, only limited information was
available upon which to base quotas. The area of
interest covered two banks ; the Grand Banks
and St. Pierre Bank. It was decided to split the
quotas between these two areas . Some
information on stock size was available from
research surveys to the two areas, and the

3LNOPs Skates

quotas were set based on a 20% exploitation
rate of the survey biomass indices âveraged-
from 1991 to 1993 . This resulted in 1995 quotas
of 5,000 metric tons for the Grand Banks
(3LNO), and 1,000 metric tons for St . Pierre
Bank (3Ps) .

Resource Status -

Some further preliminary examinations of the
research data have been carried out. Research
survey indices of biomass have been calculated
separately for NAFO divisions 3L, 3N, 30 and
3P for the period 1986 to 1994 .

45,00 0

40,000 ~

35,00 0

30,000

25,00 0

20,000 - •

15,000

10,000

5,000 . .- . -%;
0 '- I

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Year

-----3L 3N ------ 30 ____3P I

The results indicate that the biomass of thorny
skate in Division 30 and Subdivision 3Ps
remained relatively stable until the early 1990s,
but has declined recently, particularly in
Subdivision 3Ps and in 1994 was at the lowest
level in the time series. The biomass declined
steadily in divisions 3L and 3N over the 1986 to
1994 time period, possibly as a result of the
high catches outside 200 miles during the second
half of the 1980s .

Related to these overall declines, based on
research survey data, the average size of the
skate in divisions 3LN has also been declining
quite dramatically . There have also been recent
declines in Subdivision 3Ps .
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the same period, although the reasons for the
recent declines in these latter two areas,
particularly Subdivision 3Ps, are unclear at
present.

There are indications that catch information
from the area outside 200 miles is unreliable, and
discarding inside 200 miles has not yet been
quantified.

Preliminary analysis of research data indicates
that different trends have occurred in divisions
3LN compared to areas further west . In
addition, rates of maturity appear to be different
in the two areas. Thus, it may be prudent to
consider managing divisions 3LN as one area,
and Division 30 as another. Based on recent
trends in the biomass index, Subdivision 3Ps
should possibly be managed as yet another. This
requires further close examination .

Information currently available indicates that
skates are fairly sedentary ; that is, they don't
move around much. Because of this, it can be
relatively easy to deplete local concentrations .
Therefore it is important that steps be taken to
ensure that effort is not concentrated in any one
area, but is spread out amongst different
concentrations . This will better ensure
sustainability of the resource .

~ ~ ~' ~ • . . . . .,.

1889

. ~~ .

-~ .-- •-- ~

1990

Year

1991 1992 1993 1994

1-----3L 3 N ------ 30 - ---3P

Some maturity information based on sampling
carried out from 1947 to 1972 is available from
the 3LNOPs area for female thorny skate .

25

15 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 24 25 26 27 28
Wing Width (in )

o l

I-----3L 3N ------ 30 ----3Ps

Based on this information, females are larger at
maturity in 3OPs than in 3LN. While about 50%
of female skates with a wing width of 46 cm . (18
inches) are mature in divisions 3LN, only about
20% of the females in 30 and 3Ps are mature .
About 50% are mature when the wing width is
56 cm . (22 inches) .

Outlook

It appears that the high catches ( including
unestimated discards) of skate, part icularly
outside 200 miles during the second half of the
1980s, may have resulted in a decline of the
resource in divisions 3LN. At the present time,
the catches of skates outside 200 miles are
completely unregulated .

Lower catches, both reported plus discards
(unestimated), do not seem to have affected the
resource in 30 and 3Ps to the same extent du ring

For More Information

Research Document: Atkinson, D.B . 1995 .
Skates in NAFO divisions 3LNO and
Subdivision 3Ps: A Preliminary Examination .
DFO Atl. Res. Doc. 95/26.

Contact: Bruce Atkinson
Tel . (709) 772-2052
Fax. (709) 772-418 8

e-mail : Atkinson@nflorc.nwafc .nf.ca
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